Bay Filly


1st dam
Trippi’s Sailor, by Trippi. 7 wins at 2 and 3, $162,810 in N.A./U.S., 2nd Lighting City S. [L] (TAM, $15,000); winner at 4, $85,727 in Canada. Total: $248,069. This is her second foal. Her first foal is a 2-year-old of 2016, which has not started.

2nd dam
SKY RUCKUS, by Sky Classic. Unraced. Dam of 3 foals, 2 winners--
Trippi’s Sailor (f. by Trippi). Black type-placed winner, see above.
Sky Kerridge. 3 wins at 3 and 4, $24,057.

3rd dam
DIAMOND RUCKUS, by Bold Ruckus. Winner at 3. Sister to KATAHAULA COUNTY, NOISE ENOUGH. Dam of 3 foals to race, including--
Fool’s Jade. 2 wins at 3, $91,992. Producer.
Forever Valentine. Unplaced in 1 start. Dam of 6 winners, including--
FORCE. 2 wins at 3, $175,625, New York Derby-R (FL, $96,450).
Beau’s Valentine. 9 wins, 2 to 4, $118,165, 3rd Adena Stallions’ Miss Preakness S. [G3] (PIM, $11,000).

4th dam
AMPLE EXAMPLE, by High Tribute. Placed at 2. Half-sister to Knock’em Over (dam of BOLD ANTHONY, 9 wins, $491,664, Display S. [L], etc., sire; etc.). Dam of 6 other foals, all winners, including--

NOISE ENOUGH. Winner at 2 and 3, $105,846, Muskoka Yearling Sales S.-R (WO, $64,200-CAN). Dam of 2 foals to race, including--
Enough Approval. Unraced. Dam of Silver Stage (2 wins, $53,003, 3rd Tropical Park Oaks [L], CRC, $11,000).
Praxis. 4 wins at 2 and 3, $56,532. Producer.

KTDF.